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 by Vanilla and lace   

Jardin Nelson 

"Romantic Bistro With Live Music"

Le Jardin Nelson, situated in Old Montreal, offers the perfect setting for a

romantic evening spent with a special someone. This French restaurant

has a classic old-world charm to it with a beautiful garden full of brightly

colored flowers and a huge terrace overlooking the streets. The restaurant

comes to life in the evenings with twinkling lamps that light up the place

and render it ethereal and beautiful. The delectable food further enhances

the appeal of this creperie. The service is warm and friendly. Live jazz

music is another highlight. The restaurant's timings may depend on the

weather, so it's advisable to make a call before you head there.

 +1 514 861 5731  jardinnelson.com/en/  info@jardinnelson.com  407 Place Jacques Cartier,

Montreal QC

 by Carlien   

Terrasse sur l'Auberge 

"Unforgettable Terrace Rendezvous"

Terrasse sur l'Auberge is an airy roof top lounge close to the city's

bustling port. Drop in to experience the spectacular 360 degree views

from the lounge, while you enjoy your drinks. As the lounge can

accommodate up to hundred people, it is an ideal place for group parties

and gatherings. On special occasions like the International Fireworks

Competition, the view from the roof top lounge is breathtaking. Stop by to

enjoy live music played by the DJ at the lounge.

 +1 514 419 1349  aubergeduvieuxport.com/f

ood/terrasse-sur-lauberge/

?lang=frun-portrait-haut-en

-couleurs-du-vieux-

montreal/

 info@terrassesurlauberge.c

om

 97 Rue de la Commune East,

Old Montreal, Montreal QC

 by moerschy   

Terrasse Nelligan 

"Hotel Nelligan's Pride"

The fifth floor of Hotel Nelligan is unique; it provides some views of the

Old Montreal area that cannot be accessed from anywhere else. From this

rooftop restaurant & bar one can easily view the architectural details of

the Notre-Dame Basilica as well as get some fantastic angles of the St

Lawrence River & the Old Port. Of the many cocktails you can sip on here,

the most famous is the white sangria. You can also enjoy a range of

smoothies, alcoholic as well as without alcohol. Terrasse Nelligan

specializes in meat & fish tailor-made for you on the outdoor grill. The

restaurant takes reservations only upto 3p, so make sure you get there

well in advance for dinner.

 +1 514 788 4021  terrassenelligan.com/accu

eil/

 info@terrassenelligan.com  106 Saint-Paul Ouest, 5th

Floor, Hôtel Nelligan,

Montreal QC
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 by Loes Klinker on Unsplash   

Mythos Ouzeri Estiatorio 

"Celebrate in Style"

Dinner and an enjoyable show await foodies at the Mythos Ouzeri

Estiatorio. Patrons can enjoy some live music on Friday and Saturday

evenings, which encourages diners to abandon their meals and take to

the dance floor. It's a tough decision, though; specialties like fried bread

with a pepper and feta cheese dip and mincemeat patties with mint

combine with traditional lamb and seafood appetizers and main courses

to form one of the city's finest Greek menus.

 +1 514 270 0235  www.mythos.ca/en/  info@.mythos.ca  5318 Avenue du Parc,

Montreal QC
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